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The Nobel Prize awarded to Jean-Marie Lehn, Donald J Cram, and
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The Nobel Prize awarded to Jean-Marie Lehn, Donald J Cram, and
Charles J Pedersen in 1987, for ‘development and use of molecules
with structure-specific interactions of high selectivity’ and established
supramolecular chemistry / as a discipline which is now being explored
in various areas such as

drug development
sensors
catalysis
nanoscience
molecular devices etc.



Supramolecular chemistry as defined by Lehn ‘chemistry 
beyond the molecule’…focuses on the development of 
functional complex architectures through non-covalent 
interactions. 

The year 2017, marked the fiftieth anniversary of the 
serendipitous discovery of crown ethers.
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serendipitous discovery of crown ethers.

Since then, the field is growing, and due to the efforts of 
various researchers now it is possible to have some control 
over the arrangement of things on a small scale.
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Supramolecular chemistry has been defined by phrases 
such as ‘chemistry beyond the molecule’, ‘chemistry of 
molecular assemblies and of the intermolecular bond’, and 
‘non-molecular chemistry’. 
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The main objective of supramolecular chemistry is 
to design and develop novel functional systems by joining 
multiple chemical components through non-covalent 
interactions
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Supramolecular chemistry focuses on two partly cover areas, 
‘supramolecules’ and ‘molecular assemblies’. 
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…A supramolecule is a well-defined distinct system generated through 
interactions between a molecule (receptor or host) having convergent 
binding sites such as donor atoms, sites for formation of hydrogen bonds 
and sizable cavity, and another molecule (analyte or guest) having 
divergent binding sites such as hydrogen bond acceptor atoms.
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The receptor can be a macromolecule or aggregates and the
analyte may be ions (cations and anions) or molecules.

For designing a receptor molecule, knowledge of several
interactions such as structural/functional information,
energetics of the binding event, complementarity of
molecular shapes etc., is needed at molecular level.
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molecular shapes etc., is needed at molecular level.

Receptor-analyte or Host-Guest affinity is nature inspired
and at the heart of many biological processes such as
enzyme-substrate, antibody-antigen interactions.
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Molecular assemblies are produced by spontaneous self-
assembly of multiple components under the given set of 
conditions. 

The guiding force for the self assembling process originates 
from molecular binding events. 

In the nutshell, for the generation of ordered molecular 
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In the nutshell, for the generation of ordered molecular 
assemblies, process is supramolecular but approach is 
molecular. 

Recently, self-assembly process has been utilized for 
generation of functional nanoarchitectures of different shapes 
and morphologies
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The famous phrase of Louis Pasteur, “chance favors the prepared 
mind”, reflects the curiosity of Charles J Pederson’s 

Crown Ethers– The First Class of Artificial Host
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When Pedersen synthesized bisphenol, contaminations from impurities 
led to the production of a small amount of a cyclic hexaether.

This cyclic compound increased the solubility of potassium permanganate 
in benzene or chloroform. 

The solubility of this cyclic compound in methanol was enhanced in the 
presence of sodium ion.



Pederson examined the product and the structure of dibenzo-18-
crown-6 was determined
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Later studies suggested that the solubility of the compound was due 
to the presence of metal ion in the ‘hole’ of the molecule. 

This unprecedented conclusion marked the emergence of 
supramolecular chemistry. 
Furthermore, the unexpected high affinity of the molecule towards 
K+ ions added new knowledge about molecular recognition



Crown ethers are cyclic chemical compounds that consist of a 
ring containing several ether groups. The most common crown 
ethers are cyclic oligomers of ethylene oxide, the repeating 
unit being ethyleneoxy, i.e., –CH2CH2O–. 

Important members of this series are the tetramer (n = 4), the 
pentamer (n = 5), and the hexamer (n = 6). 
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The term "crown" refers to the resemblance between the 
structure of a crown ether bound to a cation, and 
a crown sitting on a person's head.

The first number in a crown ether's name refers to the number 
of atoms in the cycle, and the second number refers to the 
number of those atoms that are oxygen. 



Crown ethers are much broader than the oligomers of ethylene oxide; an 
important group are derived from catechol.

Crown ethers strongly bind certain cations, forming complexes. The oxygen 
atoms are well situated to coordinate with a cation located at the interior 
of the ring, whereas the exterior of the ring is hydrophobic. 

The resulting cations often form salts that are soluble in nonpolar solvents, 
and for this reason crown ethers are useful in phase transfer catalysis. 
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The denticity of the polyether influences the affinity of the crown ether for 
various cations. For example, 18-crown-6 has high affinity for potassium 
cation, 15-crown-5 for sodium cation, and 12-crown-4 for lithium cation. 

The high affinity of 18-crown-6 for potassium ions contributes to its toxicity. 
The smallest crown ether still capable of binding cations is 8-crown-4, with 
the largest, experimentally confirmed crown ether being 81-crown-27.



Crown ethers are not the only macrocyclic ligands that have affinity 
for the potassium cation.

Ionophores such as valinomycin also display a marked preference for 
the potassium cation over other cations.

Crown ethers have been shown to coordinate to Lewis acids through 
electrostatic, σ-hole (see halogen bond) interactions, between the 
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electrostatic, σ-hole (see halogen bond) interactions, between the 
Lewis basic oxygen atoms of the crown ether and the electrophilic 
Lewis acid center.



Binding constants of the crown ethers to alkali cations are 
summarized; a greater number implies more efficient binding.
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18-crown-6 for potassium cation
15-crown-5 for sodium cation
12-crown-4 for lithium cation



? ? ? ??
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Crown Ethers
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Molecular Interactions in Molecular Recognition

In molecular recognition, a molecule selectively recognizes its partner through 
various molecular interactions

Electrostatic interactions: 

•Occur between charged molecules. (An attractive force is observed between 
oppositely charged molecules, and a repulsive force between molecules with the 
same type of charge)

•The magnitude of this interaction is relatively large compared to other
•non covalent interactions.

•The strength of this interaction changes in inverse proportion to the dielectric
•constant of the surrounding medium.

Dipole–dipole and dipole–ion interactions : play important roles in neutral 
species instead of electrostatic interactions.



Hydrogen bonding :  
•Plays a crucial role during recognition.
•Hydrogen bonding only occurs when the functional groups that are interacting 
are properly oriented.

Coordinate bonding : 
•Direction-specific interaction. 
•This type of interaction occurs between metal ions and electron-rich atoms and 
is of moderate strength.
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The van der Waals interaction : 
•weaker and less specific than those described above, but it is undoubtedly 
important because this interaction generally applies to all kinds of molecules.
•It is driven by the interactions of dipoles created by instantaneous unbalanced 
electronic distributions in neutral substances.



Hydrophobic interaction: 
•In an aqueous medium, plays a very important role.
• It is the major driving force for  hydrophobic molecules to aggregate in an 
aqueous medium, as seen in the formation of a cell membrane from lipid-
based components.

π–π interactions :
•Between aromatic rings, and these sometimes provide important 
contributions to molecular recognition. 
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contributions to molecular recognition. 
•When the aromatic rings face each other, the overlap of π-electron 
orbitals results in an energetic gain.



Molecular Interactions….
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Binding of ion A to the host induces the binding of ion B

Signal Input/Output in Crown Ether Systems

Controlling the Molecular Recognition
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Photoinduced and electron-driven guest binding
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Light emission upon the binding of a potassium ion to a crown ether
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Chiral recognition using a crown ether
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a Phase-Transfer Catalyst or PTC is a catalyst that facilitates the 
migration of a reactant from one phase into another phase where 
reaction occurs. Phase-transfer catalysis is a special form 
of heterogeneous catalysis.
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Phase-Transfer Catalysis
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Phase-Transfer Catalysis
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Assignments 1: 

Note:  1. It Should be only hand written on A4 size paper
2. Day of submission should be any time after 
one week of giving the assignment, when ever asked.
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1. What is supramolecular chemistry ?
2. What are the applications of supramolecular chemistry ?
3. What was the story behind the discovery of first supramolecule?
4.  Give three example of molecular recognition of crown ethers.
4. What are PTC? How they works?
5. Give examples of PTCs. 



Factors affecting the interaction and binding
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The principle of complementarity states that “to complex, hosts 
must have binding sites which can simultaneously contact and attract 
the binding sites of the guests without generating internal strains or 
strong nonbonded repulsions.”
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The principle of preorganization states that “the more 

highly hosts and guests are organized for binding and 

low solvation prior to their complexation, the more 

stable will be their complexes.”
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Cryptand

Cryptands were introduced by Jean-Marie Lehn in 1969 as cage-shaped
selective ligands for alkali and alkaline-earth metal ions.

Cryptands are a family of synthetic bicyclic and
polycyclic multidentate ligands for a variety of cations.

The term cryptand implies that this ligand binds substrates in a crypt,
interring the guest as in a burial. These molecules are three-
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interring the guest as in a burial. These molecules are three-
dimensional analogues of crown ethers but are more selective and
strong as complexes for the guest ions. The resulting complexes are
lipophilic.

The most common and most important cryptand is
N[CH2CH2OCH2CH2OCH2CH2]3N

This compound is termed [2.2.2]cryptand, tradename Kryptofix



All-amine cryptands exhibit particularly high affinity for alkali metal 
cations, which has allowed the isolation of salts of K−

The three-dimensional interior cavity of a cryptand provides a 
binding site for "guest" ions.

The complex between the cationic guest and the cryptand is called a 
cryptate. Cryptands form complexes with many "hard cations" 
including NH+

4, lanthanoids, alkali metals, and alkaline earth 
metals.
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metals.

In contrast to crown ethers, cryptands bind the guest ions using 
both nitrogen and oxygen donors.

This three-dimensional encapsulation mode confers some size-
selectivity, enabling discrimination among alkali metal cations (e.g. 
Na+ vs. K+). 

Some cryptands are luminescent



3-Aroylcoumarin

66
Luminescence 2000;15:331–340
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Uses of Cryptands 

Cryptands are more expensive and difficult to prepare, but offer 
much better selectivity and strength of binding.

They are able to bind otherwise insoluble salts into organic solvents. 

They can also be used as phase transfer catalysts by transferring ions 
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They can also be used as phase transfer catalysts by transferring ions 
from one phase to another.

Cryptands enabled the synthesis of the alkalides and electrides.



Cyclodextrin

Cyclodextrins are a family of cyclic oligosaccharides, consisting of 
a macrocyclic ring of glucose subunits joined by α-1,4 glycosidic bonds. 

Cyclodextrins are composed of 5 or more α-D-glucopyranoside units 
linked 1->4, as in amylose (a fragment of starch).

Typical cyclodextrins contain a number of glucose monomers ranging 
from six to eight units in a ring, creating a cone shape:
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from six to eight units in a ring, creating a cone shape:

α (alpha)-cyclodextrin: 6 glucose subunits
β (beta)-cyclodextrin: 7 glucose subunits
γ (gamma)-cyclodextrin: 8 glucose subunits



Structure
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Structure

Typical cyclodextrins are constituted by 6-8 glucopyranoside units. These 
subunits are linked by 1,4 glycosidic bonds.

The cyclodextrins have inverted pot shapes, with the larger and the smaller 
openings of the inverted pot exposing to the solvent secondary and primary 
hydroxyl groups respectively. 

7
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Because of this arrangement, the interior is not hydrophobic, but 
considerably less hydrophilic than the aqueous environment and thus able 
to host other hydrophobic molecules. 

In contrast, the exterior is sufficiently hydrophilic to impart cyclodextrins 
(or their complexes) water solubility. They are not soluble in typical organic 
solvents.



Assignments 2:  15.9.20

Note:  1. It Should be only hand written on A4 size paper
2. Day of submission should be any time after 
one week of giving the assignment, when ever asked.

Write short notes on 
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Write short notes on 
lariat ethers 
podands
cryptands
spherands
cryptophanes
carcerands
hemicarcerands



Biomimetics

Many synthetic supramolecular systems are designed to copy 
functions of biological systems. 

These biomimetic architectures can be used to learn about both 
the biological model and the synthetic implementation. 

Examples include photoelectrochemical systems, catalytic 
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Examples include photoelectrochemical systems, catalytic 
systems, protein design and self-replication



Cyclodextrins (CDs), as a model of the host molecule in supramolecular 
chemistry, are well-known macrocyclic oligosaccharides consisting of 
α-(1,4) linked glucose units.

They are inexpensive, water-soluble natural products, non-toxic, easily 
functionalized, and commercially available, and have been widely used 
as artificial enzymes, chiral separators, chemical sensors, and drug 
excipients.

Due to their remarkable inclusion capabilities with small organic 
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Due to their remarkable inclusion capabilities with small organic 
molecules, more recent interests focus on organic reactions catalyzed 
by cyclodextrins. Parent cyclodextrins can be used as catalysts for 
organic synthesis.

In addition, cyclodextrins and their derivatives are widely used as phase 
transfer catalysts for the synthesis of organic compounds



Oxidation of cinnamaldehyde using β-CD as the catalyst
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Cinnamaldehyde and β-CD could form the inclusion complex 
with a molar ratio of 1:1 in water, and the rate of nucleophilic 
oxidation in the presence of β-CD was faster than that in the 
absence of the catalyst. In addition, the yield of benzaldehyde 
was up to 69%



Oxidation of alcohol using β-CD
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Using the mild oxidizing agents (NaClO/HCl), benzaldehyde could be 
oxidized to benzoic acid.

Under the optimized condition, the yield was up to 98%. 

In this reaction, the reactants were inexpensive and β-cyclodextrin could be 
recycled.

The mechanism was that the oxidizing agents oxidized benzaldehyde to 
carboxylic acid when the acid provided protons.

Oxidation of aldehyde using β-CD
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Addition of thiols to olefins using β-CD

Reduction of ketones using β-CD
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Reduction of ketones using β-CD



synthesis of bridgehead azaheterocycles β-CD as the catalyst
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Cyclophane

Cyclophanes are strained organic molecules which contain aromatic ring (s) 
as well as aliphatic unit (s). 0

The aromatic rings provide rigidity to their structure, whereas the aliphatic 
unit(s) form bridge(s) between the aromatic rings and also provide flexibility 
to the overall structure. 

Cyclophanes play an important role in “host–guest” chemistry [39-43] and 
supramolecular assembly.
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“Phane”-containing molecules show interactions with π-systems, and they 
can also bind to a large number of cations, anions, and neutral molecules.

More complex derivatives with multiple aromatic units and bridges 
forming cagelike structures are also known

[n]metacyclophanes [n]paracyclophanes [n.n']cyclophanes
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Paracyclophanes adopt the boat conformation normally observed 
in cyclohexanes but are still able to retain aromaticity.

The smaller the value of n the larger the deviation from aromatic 
planarity. 

In [6]paracyclophane which is one of the smallest, and stable, 
cyclophanes X-ray crystallography shows that the aromatic bridgehead 
carbon atom makes an angle of 20.5° with the plane. 

The benzyl carbons deviate by another 20.2°. The carbon-to-carbon 
bond length alternation has increase
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bond length alternation has increase

The proton NMR spectrum displays the aromatic protons around 7.2 
ppm, and 
The central methylene protons in the aliphatic bridge to a position of 
around - 0.5 ppm



[6]paracyclophane can be synthesize by a Bamford-Stevens
reaction with spiro ketone 1 in rearranging in a pyrolysis reaction
through the carbene intermediate 4. The cyclophane can
be photochemically converted to the Dewar benzene 6 and back
again by application of heat. A separate route to the Dewar form is
by a cationic silver perchlorate induced rearrangement reaction of
the bicyclopropenyl compound 7.

Synthesis
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Cyclophane-Type Oxa-thiacrown Ethers
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Calixarenes

The molecule was first reported in 1872 by Baeyer as a reaction product
of aldehyde-phenol condensation.

Calixarenes are cyclic oligomers obtained by condensation of suitable
functionalised phenols with formaldehyde, or substituted aldehydes.

A calixarene is a cup-shaped supramolecule. The name is derived from the
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A calixarene is a cup-shaped supramolecule. The name is derived from the
word “calix,” which means a cup.

Green Synthesis of Oligomer Calixarenes Ratnaningsih Eko Sardjono 
and Rahmi Rachmawati
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Calixarenes have hydrophobic cavities that can hold smaller molecules or ions
and belong to the class of cavitands known in host–guest chemistry.
Calixarene nomenclature involves counting the number of repeating units in the
ring and include it in the name.

calix [4]arene has 4 units

calix[6]arene has 6 units
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The aromatic components are derived from phenol, resorcinol,
or pyrogallol to give, respectively, calixarenes, resorcinarenes,
and pyrogallolarenes.

calixarenes resorcinarenes pyrogallolarenes



The basic structure of calixarenes consists of phenolic units or phenolic

derivatives which are repeated and interconnected with Ar-C-Ar bridge to

form a hollow cycle. The part with a broader hollow side is called the upper

rim, and the narrow hollow part is called the “lower rim” as shown.
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Calixarenes are air stable, therefore no precautions need to be carried 
out to exclude oxygen when they are synthesized and subsequently 
stored. In general, calixarenes are chemically very robust, and are stable 
to both strong acids and bases.
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The syntheses of para-t-butyl calix[n]arene (n = 4, 6, and 8), involves the
reaction involves refluxing a mixture of (p-t-butyl)phenol and formaldehyde
in an organic solvent in the presence of a strong base. For the calix[4]arene
the base is sodium hydroxide, and the solvent is diphenyl ether. For the
calix[6]arene the base is potassium hydroxide and the solvent is xylene. For
the calix[8]arene sodium hydroxide and xylene are used.

D.M. Roundhill, in Comprehensive Coordination 
Chemistry II, 2003



The various conformations of calixarenes are caused by the free rotation of
sigma bonds at methylene, Ar-C-Ar, bridges.

Eg., calix[4]resorcinarenes have four prochiral centers on carbon atoms at the
methylene bridges, causing the compound to form four different
diastereoisomers.

The relative configurations of the four R substituents at the methylene 
bridges can form a cis for all R substituents (rccc) or a cis-cis-trans to one R 
(rcct), cis-trans-trans (rctt), and  trans-cis-trans (rtct). 

The configurations are determined based on their configurations to one of the 
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The configurations are determined based on their configurations to one of the 
R substituents on the prochiral center in a clockwise direction .

illustrates the relative configurations of the four R substituents



the cyclic tetrameric ring of a calixarene is not a planar molecule and can
adopt five conformations, namely, “crown” or C4v, “boat” or C2v, “chair”
or C2h, “diamond” or Cs, and “saddle” or S4.
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The five conformations of calixarene.



In fact,

The rccc isomer where all R groups in the same position, so far only found with

the macrocyclic ring adopted the “crown” or C4v and “boat” or C2v

conformations. (This is caused by the single bond with a tetrahedral shape of R

groups so that it can rotate freely.)

The rccc isomers can form conformation “boat” or C2v with the fourth R

possesses an all axial and all-cis configuration.
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The rctt isomer is only found in “chair” or C2h conformation.

In the calculation of energy, the rccc isomer in the crown conformation (C4v) is

favored over the rctt isomer in the chair conformation (C2h). Nevertheless, the

rccc in boat conformation (C2v) has similar energy to the rctt in chair

conformation [51].

The rcct isomer adopts the “diamond” or Cs conformation .



Based on the projection of aryl group on the cyclic tetramer structure of 

calixarenes, four different conformations can be formed depending on the 

forms of aryl cluster projection, which can be upward (u) or downward (d), 

relative to the plane. The four conformations are a cone, partial cone, 1,2-

alternate, and 1,3-alternate conformations each with different 

thermodynamic stabilities.
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Conformation based on the projection of aryl group in tetramer structure of 
calixarenes



Calixarenes have been broadly used, as: 

•Liquid crystal materials 

•Sensors

•Catalysts

•Stationary phase of chromatography

•Host molecules (calix[4] arene and 4-tert-butylcalix[6]arene can be 

Applications of Calixarenes  
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•Host molecules (calix[4] arene and 4-tert-butylcalix[6]arene can be 
the host molecules for compounds such as trifluoromethyl- benzene 
contained in pesticides

•Semiconductors

•As A role in the guest-host system molecule,[24].



The synthesis of calixarene (Zinke-Ziegler), started by mixing p-tert-butylphenol, 

37% formaldehyde, and NaOH heated at 50–55°C for 45 h.
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Reaction mechanisms of calix[n]arene formation under basic conditions



The linear oligomer transform into a cyclic oligomer, according to Gutsche it

can be predicted from the formation of hemicalixarene combined with a pair

of linear oligomers. Under appropriate conditions, two linear methyl-

hydroxylated tetramers combine to form hemicalix[8]arene, followed by the

release of water to form calix[8]arene.

This process can also be seen in the synthesis of p-chlorocalix[4]arene, which

is a “2 + 2” condensation product of p,p'-dichlorodiphenylmethane, such as
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illustrated

Cyclic tetramer formation through “2 + 2” condensation.



Condensation of resorcinol with formaldehyde under acidic conditions

formed a linear or cross-linked polymer between formaldehyde with

resorcinol. This reaction also did not produce calixresorcinarene under

alkaline conditions. (since resorcinol and formaldehyde are highly reactive

so that the reaction becomes uncontrollable and does not produce a cyclic

oligomer) Base conditions can be applied to the synthesis of

calixresorcinarene from 2-substituted resorcinols and formaldehyde.
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calixresorcinarene from 2-substituted resorcinols and formaldehyde.

Nevertheless, resorcinol used should be substituted electron-withdrawing

group at position 2. Electron-withdrawing group at position 2 will reduce

the reactivity of resorcinol so that the reaction will be controlled and it

will be suitably carried out under alkaline conditions.

The presence of electron-withdrawing substituent such as nitro group

(−NO2) facilitates condensation reactions that occur by directing the

reaction site at the meta position of the nitro group.



The reaction rate decreased from electron-withdrawing substituent

nitro > acetyl > carboxylate > H due to the ability of the groups to

deactivate the resorcinol. In contrast, the reaction of resorcinol

substituted electron-donating group such as 2-methylresorcinol or

phloroglucinol (=benzene-1,3,5-triol) with formaldehyde under

base conditions did not produce a derivative of calixresorcinarene.
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Therefore, the acidic conditions are more suitable when used

resorcinol substituted electron-donating group in position 2.

The condensation reaction between formaldehyde and 2-

nitroresorcinol and its analogs seems to take place in the

irreversible reaction, so it is unknown whether to form a tetramer,

pentamer, or hexamer
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Synthesis of resorcinarenes from 2-substituted resorcinols and formaldehyde in basic conditions.



Besides adding bases, the synthesis of calix[n]arenes can also be done under acidic conditions. Eg.
calix[n]resorcinarene (resorcinol was used as an aromatic unit in the reaction. Resorcinol is more
reactive compared to phenol. Resorcinol was reacted with acetaldehyde by adding hydrochloric
acid.

The reaction took place at 80°C for 16 h and yielded C-methylcalix[4]resorcinarenes for 75%.

10
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Reaction mechanism of calix[n]resorcinarene formation under acidic conditions.



Carcerand

•A carcerand is defined as a closed molecular container or capsule without portals
of significant size through which guests can either enter or leave.

•Guest species within a carcerand are therefore permanently trapped within the 
internal volume, unless covalent bond breakage within the host occurs.

•completely entraps its guest so that it will not escape even at high 
temperatures.
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•A carcerand that contains a guest to give an incarcerated host- guest 
complex is termed carceplex.

•Carcerand comes from the latin carcer which means prison

Jasat and Sherman, Chem. Rev., 1999, 99, 931



•A hemicarcerands allow guests to enter and exit the cavity at high temperatures 
but will form stable complexes at ambient temperatures.

•The complexes formed by a hemicarcerand and a guest are called 
hemicarceplexes.
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The excellent yields usually obtained in the preparation of many carceplexes is 

contrary to expectation based on the statistical coming together of so many 

reactants and the closure of so many rings. It is clear that their formation

is not statistical at all, and that templated mechanisms are in operation.

The presence of a suitable template (guest) in the reaction mixture during the 

formation of all carceplexes is a critical prerequisite. In the absence of an 

appropriate template or in solvents, that are too large to fit into the internal 
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appropriate template or in solvents, that are too large to fit into the internal 

cavity, no carceplexes have been isolated. More importantly, the shell-closure 

process exhibits a high degree of selectivity when given a choice between 

two or more templates.

Cram described the interior of the container compound as the inner phase in which radically different reactivity was 

observed. He used a hemicarcerand to isolate highly unstable, antiaromatic cylobutadiene at room temperature. The 

hemicarcerand stabilizes guests within its cavity by preventing their reaction with other molecules.



Synthesis of a carcerand from two calixarenes
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The first generation carcerands are based on calixarene hemicarcerands with 4

alkyl substituents on the upper rim and 4 reactive substituents on the lower

rim. The coupling of both hemicarcerands takes place through a spacer group.

Two different hemicarcerands react, one with chloromethyl reactive groups and

one with thiomethyl reactive groups in a nucleophilic displacement and the

resulting the spacer group is a dimethylsulfide (CH2SCH2). In this experiment the

guests were the molecules already present in the reaction medium such

as argon and dimethylformamide.



The acetal-bridged carceplexes shown in 
this slide which were prepared
in remarkably high yields (up to 87%) from 
tetrol by bridging the two bowls with 
bromochloroalkanes in the presence of a 
suitable guest.
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J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1991, 113, 2194
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1989, 111, 4527



Carceplex can also be formed using 
transition metals to bring together the 
two halves (in the presence of the 
appropriate guest). An example of this 
has been reported by Dalcanale:
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Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 1997, 36, 613


